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Basics: neutral hydrogen along the sightline to a 
distant source (QSO, GRB) scatters light due to 
Lyman-alpha transition, decreasing the amount of 

observed flux
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Fig. 1. Afterglow spectrum of GRB 050904 taken 3.4 days after the burst. The spectrum is binned by 3 pixels, and 1! errors are also shown with an
offset of !1.0. The CCD image of the spectrum in the corresponding wavelength range is shown at the top of the figure. The Ly" resonance and identified
absorption lines are indicated with the redshift zmetal = 6.295, except for the intervening C IV system at z = 4.840. The thick horizontal lines in the upper
right region show the wavelength ranges used in the spectral fitting, where identified absorption features are removed. The solid curve shows the model
absorption by a DLA with logNH I = 21.62 and zDLA = 6.295 (the DLA-dominated model). The dotted curve shows the original unabsorbed spectrum
of the afterglow, with the spectral index of #0 = !1.25. The dashed curve shows the model absorption by an IGM with zIGM,u = 6.295 and xH I = 10!3,
which is almost a vertical line at the Ly" resonance. The Galactic extinction of E(B !V ) = 0.060mag is taken into account in all the model curves.

2. The Afterglow Spectrum of GRB 050904

Figure 1 presents the spectrum of GRB 050904 at wave-
lengths longer than the Lyman break, taken by the Faint Object
Camera and Spectrograph (FOCAS) (Kashikawa et al. 2002)
mounted on the Subaru Telescope (Iye et al. 2004). Figure 2
presents the close-ups of the Ly" and Ly# resonance regions.
See Paper I for the spectrum in the full wavelength range, the
details of the observation, and basic results including the list
of line detections. The pixel scale is 2.67 Å pix!1 and the
wavelength resolution of the spectrum is 8.5 Å (FWHM) at
$obs ! 9000Å. The total exposure time was 4.0 hr and the mid-
time of the exposure was September 7, 12:05 UT (3.4 days after
the burst).

A clear damping wing is seen only redward of $obs !8900Å,
corresponding to the Ly" wavelength $" = c/%" = 1215.67 Å
at the redshift of the identified metal absorption lines, zmetal =
6.295. All of the metal lines were identified at the same redshift
within an error of ±0.002, except for an intervening absorption
line system at z = 4.840. We searched for the time variability
of the damping wing shape and the absorption line strength,
separating the spectrum into the first 1.5 hr, the middle 1 hr,
and the last 1.5 hr, but no statistically significant variability was
found.

At wavelengths redward of the Ly", the spectral energy
distribution (SED) has almost no feature, except for the
damping wing and the metal absorption lines, as expected

from the power-law SED of GRB afterglows. There are some
apparent emission-like features at $obs ! 8820–8920Å, which
may be Ly" emission. However, the data of this wavelength
range are relatively noisy and we cannot confirm these signals
to be real. (See the error and the CCD image of the spectrum
shown in figure 2.) We thus set only a conservative upper limit
on the possible Ly" emission (subsection 7.2).

In wavelengths blueward of the Ly", the spectrum remark-
ably resembles that of quasars at similar redshifts. A deep,
black Ly" trough can be seen in $obs ! 8500–8900 Å, where
the flux is at a consistently zero level. On the other hand, trans-
mission of the afterglow light can be seen in ! 7500–8500 Å
(Paper I), implying that the universe became more trans-
parent against the Ly" absorption at z ! 6. The transmission,
however, again disappears at $obs ! 7500 Å, corresponding to
the expected trough by the Ly# absorption.

3. Spectral Modeling

The clear red damping wing tells us about the existence of a
large amount of neutral hydrogen along the line of sight to the
GRB. There are two possibilities for the location of the neutral
hydrogen. One is a damped Ly" system (DLA) associated with
the host galaxy, as often seen in the optical spectra of high-
redshift GRB afterglows (Jensen et al. 2001; Fynbo et al. 2002;
Møller et al. 2002; Hjorth et al. 2003b; Vreeswijk et al. 2004,
2006; Chen et al. 2005; Starling et al. 2005; Watson et al. 2005;
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Fan et al: QSO spectra

Cosmic Reionization 73

Figure 1: Moderate resolution spectra of nineteen SDSS quasars at 5.74 < z <

6.42. Adapted from Fan et al. (2006b)

Totani et al: GRB spectrum
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How neutral is the gas?

76 Fan, Carilli, Keating
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Figure 4: Close-up of the Ly! and Ly" troughs in the two highest redshift quasars

currently known. SDSS J1030+0524 (z = 6.28) shows complete Gunn-Peterson

absorption in both Ly! and Ly" , where SDSS J1148+5251 (z = 6.42) has clear

transmission, suggesting large line of sight variance at the end of reionization.

Adapted from White et al. (2003).

White et al 2003
Fan et al 06, also
Djorgovski et al 01
Becker et al 01
Oh & Furlanetto 05

Iliev et al
Cosmic Reionization 75

Figure 3: Evolution of Optical depth with combined Ly! and Ly" results. The

dash line is for a redshift evolution of #GP ! (1 + z)4.3. At z > 5.5, the best fit

evolution has #GP ! (1 + z)>10.9, indicating an accelerated evolution. The large

open symbols with error bars are the average and standard deviation of optical

depth at each redshift. The sample variance increases also increases rapidly with

redshift. Adapted from Fan et al. (2006b).

Fan et al 06b
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Neutral gas and the Lyman-alpha damping wing

1068I.T.Ilievetal.

Figure7.Test1(HIIregionexpansioninauniformgasatfixedtempera-
ture):theevolutionofthepositionandvelocityoftheI-front.

InFig.7,weshowtheevolutionoftheI-frontpositionandveloc-
ity.Theanalyticalresultsinequation(5)areshownaswell(black,
solidlines).AllcodestracktheI-frontcorrectly,withtheposition
nevervaryingbymorethan5percentfromtheanalyticalsolu-
tion.Thesesmalldifferencesarepartlyduetodifferencesinour
recombinationrates,asdiscussedabove,andpartlyaconsequence
ofour(somewhatarbitrary)definitionoftheI-frontpositionasthe
pointof50percentionization.Ourchosenparametersaresuchthat
theI-frontinternalstructureiswellresolved,andtheI-frontintrin-
sicthicknessislargerthanthediscrepanciesbetweenthedifferent
codes.TheIFTcodeinparticulartrackstheI-frontalmostperfectly,
asisexpectedforthiscodebyconstruction.Theray-tracingcodes
agreebetweenthemselvesabitbetterthantheydowiththemoment-
basedmethodOTVET.Thisisagainrelatedtothedifferent,somewhat
morediffusivenatureofthelastcode.TheI-frontvelocitiesalso
showexcellentagreementwiththeanalyticalresult,atleastuntil
latetimes(atafewrecombinationtimes),atwhichpointtheI-front
essentiallystopsanditsremainingslowmotionforwardisnotpos-
sibletoresolvewiththerelativelycoarseresolutionadoptedforour

Figure8.Test1(HIIregionexpansioninuniformgasatfixedtemperature):sphericallyaveragedprofilesforionizedfractionsxandneutralfractionsxHI=1
!xattimest=30and500Myrversusdimensionlessradius(inunitsoftheboxsize).

test.TheI-frontatthispointismovingsoslowlythatmostofits
remainingmotiontakesplacewithinasinglegridcellforextended
periodsoftimeandthusfallsbelowourresolutionthere.

InFig.8,weplotthesphericallyaveragedradialprofilesofthe
ionizedandtheneutralfraction.Intheleft-handpanel,weshow
theseprofilesatt=30Myr,duringtheearly,fastexpansionofthe
I-front.Mostoftheray-tracingcodes(C2-RAY,ART,FLASH-HCandIFT)
agreeexcellentlyatallradii.TheOTVET,CRASHandSIMPLEXcodes
appearmorediffusive,findingathickerI-fronttransitionandlower
ionizedfractioninsidetheHIIregion.TheZEUScodealsoyields
lowerionizedfractionsinsidetheHIIregion,duetoitsslightly
higherrecombinationalcoefficient.TheRSPHcodeisintermediate
betweenthetwogroupsofcodes,findingessentiallythesameneutral
gasprofileinsidetheHIIregionastheray-tracingcodes,buta
slightlythickerI-front,i.e.theionizedfractiondropsmoreslowly
aheadoftheI-front.

Thesamedifferencespersistintheionizedstructureofthefinal
Strömgrensphereatt=500Myr(Fig.8,left-handpanel).Thema-
jorityoftheray-tracingcodesagainagreefairlywell.TheIFTcode
isbasedontheexactanalyticalsolutionofthisparticularproblem,
andthustoasignificantextentcouldbeconsideredasubstitutefor
theanalyticalHIIregionstructure.Itsdifferencesfromtheexact
solutionareonlyclosetotheI-front,wherethenon-equilibrium
effectsdominate,whileIFTcurrentlyassumesequilibriumchem-
istry.AwayfromtheI-front,however,theionizedstateofthegasis
inequilibriumandthereallray-tracingcodesagreeperfectly.The
SIMPLEX,OTVETandCRASHcodesfindathickersphereboundaries
andlowerionizedfractionsinside,butthefirsttwocodesfinda
slightlysmallerStrömgrensphere,whilethelastfindsaslightly
largerone.TheZEUScodefindslowerionizedfractionsinsidethe
ionizedregionandasomewhatthickerI-front,butanoverallHII

regionsizethatagreeswiththeotherray-tracingcodes.Thelower
ionizationisduetothecurrentrestrictionofZEUStomonochro-
maticRT,withitslowerpost-fronttemperaturesandhencehigher
recombinationrates.

InFig.9,weshowhistogramsofthefractionofcellswithagiven
neutralfractionduringtheearly,fastexpansionphase(attimet=
10Myr;left-handpanel),whenitstartsslowingdown(t=100Myr,
closetoonerecombinationtime;middlepanel),andwhenthefinal
Strömgrensphereisreached(t=500Myr;right-handpanel).These
histogramsreflectthedifferencesintheI-fronttransitionthickness
andinternalstructure.Allcodespredictatransitionalregionofsim-
ilarsize,whichcontainsafewpercentofthetotalvolume.In

C"2006TheAuthors.JournalcompilationC"2006RAS,MNRAS371,1057–1086

Ionised fraction 
of HII region

Neutral region may produce 
damping wing, as seen in GRB 
spectrum, not in QSO spectra
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Fig. 1. Afterglow spectrum of GRB 050904 taken 3.4 days after the burst. The spectrum is binned by 3 pixels, and 1! errors are also shown with an
offset of !1.0. The CCD image of the spectrum in the corresponding wavelength range is shown at the top of the figure. The Ly" resonance and identified
absorption lines are indicated with the redshift zmetal = 6.295, except for the intervening C IV system at z = 4.840. The thick horizontal lines in the upper
right region show the wavelength ranges used in the spectral fitting, where identified absorption features are removed. The solid curve shows the model
absorption by a DLA with logNH I = 21.62 and zDLA = 6.295 (the DLA-dominated model). The dotted curve shows the original unabsorbed spectrum
of the afterglow, with the spectral index of #0 = !1.25. The dashed curve shows the model absorption by an IGM with zIGM,u = 6.295 and xH I = 10!3,
which is almost a vertical line at the Ly" resonance. The Galactic extinction of E(B !V ) = 0.060mag is taken into account in all the model curves.

2. The Afterglow Spectrum of GRB 050904

Figure 1 presents the spectrum of GRB 050904 at wave-
lengths longer than the Lyman break, taken by the Faint Object
Camera and Spectrograph (FOCAS) (Kashikawa et al. 2002)
mounted on the Subaru Telescope (Iye et al. 2004). Figure 2
presents the close-ups of the Ly" and Ly# resonance regions.
See Paper I for the spectrum in the full wavelength range, the
details of the observation, and basic results including the list
of line detections. The pixel scale is 2.67 Å pix!1 and the
wavelength resolution of the spectrum is 8.5 Å (FWHM) at
$obs ! 9000Å. The total exposure time was 4.0 hr and the mid-
time of the exposure was September 7, 12:05 UT (3.4 days after
the burst).

A clear damping wing is seen only redward of $obs !8900Å,
corresponding to the Ly" wavelength $" = c/%" = 1215.67 Å
at the redshift of the identified metal absorption lines, zmetal =
6.295. All of the metal lines were identified at the same redshift
within an error of ±0.002, except for an intervening absorption
line system at z = 4.840. We searched for the time variability
of the damping wing shape and the absorption line strength,
separating the spectrum into the first 1.5 hr, the middle 1 hr,
and the last 1.5 hr, but no statistically significant variability was
found.

At wavelengths redward of the Ly", the spectral energy
distribution (SED) has almost no feature, except for the
damping wing and the metal absorption lines, as expected

from the power-law SED of GRB afterglows. There are some
apparent emission-like features at $obs ! 8820–8920Å, which
may be Ly" emission. However, the data of this wavelength
range are relatively noisy and we cannot confirm these signals
to be real. (See the error and the CCD image of the spectrum
shown in figure 2.) We thus set only a conservative upper limit
on the possible Ly" emission (subsection 7.2).

In wavelengths blueward of the Ly", the spectrum remark-
ably resembles that of quasars at similar redshifts. A deep,
black Ly" trough can be seen in $obs ! 8500–8900 Å, where
the flux is at a consistently zero level. On the other hand, trans-
mission of the afterglow light can be seen in ! 7500–8500 Å
(Paper I), implying that the universe became more trans-
parent against the Ly" absorption at z ! 6. The transmission,
however, again disappears at $obs ! 7500 Å, corresponding to
the expected trough by the Ly# absorption.

3. Spectral Modeling

The clear red damping wing tells us about the existence of a
large amount of neutral hydrogen along the line of sight to the
GRB. There are two possibilities for the location of the neutral
hydrogen. One is a damped Ly" system (DLA) associated with
the host galaxy, as often seen in the optical spectra of high-
redshift GRB afterglows (Jensen et al. 2001; Fynbo et al. 2002;
Møller et al. 2002; Hjorth et al. 2003b; Vreeswijk et al. 2004,
2006; Chen et al. 2005; Starling et al. 2005; Watson et al. 2005;

Totani et al: damping wing is due to DLA, not 
neutral IGM.  Why not the case for QSOs?

but see Mesinger & Haiman
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Statistics of ionized regions

Wyithe & Loeb 04

Recombinations and Reionization 7

Figure 6. Bubble histories for several randomly generated trajectories. The

abscissa shows the bubble radius surrounding each point as a function of

x̄i and z; we fix ζ so that reionization completes at z = 6. The solid lines
include the recombination limit (see §5 below) while the dashed curves use

the unmodified FZH04 model (the two are coincident until x̄i >
! 0.9). The

dotted and dot-dashed lines show Rchar and Rmax, respectively.

given point: although the local emissivity grows only slowly, the

point joins progressively larger bubbles as time goes on. Moreover,

large bubbles always dominate the volume accretion rate, so each

merger is “major” (i.e., it typically increases the volume by a factor

of two or much more) and causes a substantial jump in the bub-

ble radius. Note that this is even true when bubbles contain many

ionizing sources – the variance does not decrease like a Poisson

process. Because (neglecting recombinations) the bubble radius is

also the horizon out to which galaxies are visible, this in turn im-

plies that the local ionizing background evolves through a series

of sharp, large amplitude jumps. Obviously we must be careful not

to interpret these local jumps in the ionizing background as sig-

natures of global overlap. This contrasts with the standard picture

from simulations (Gnedin 2000; Razoumov et al. 2002), in which

a jump in the ionizing background was attributed to the comple-

tion of reionization. These simulations were limited to small boxes

with sizes ! 1–10Mpc. As such, they are much smaller than the
typical HII regions at the end of reionization, and the simulation

jumps occurred when a bubble encompassed the entire box. But

because the small boxes are not characteristic of the entire universe

(Barkana & Loeb 2004; FZH04), this event need not correspond to

global overlap. Our models show that interpreting such jumps is

more subtle.

4 THE IGM DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

4.1 The MHR00 model

To this point, we have essentially ignored recombinations (! in-
cludes only a factor accounting for the mean integrated number per

baryon). In the following sections, we will consider how recombi-

nations in an inhomogeneous IGM affect the bubble topology. To

begin, we will review a simple analytic model for the IGM density

distribution and its ionization state originally due to MHR00. They

used numerical simulations to measure the volume-weighted den-

sity distribution of IGM gas, PV (!), where ! = "/"̄, and found
a good fit at z ! 2–4 with

PV (!) d! = A0!
!! exp

!

" (!!2/3 " C0)
2

2(2#0/3)2

"

d!. (9)

Intuitively, the underlying Gaussian density fluctuations are mod-

ified through nonlinear void growth and a power law tail at large

!. MHR00 argued that the form could be extrapolated to higher

redshifts in the following way. First, #0 essentially represents the

variance of density fluctuations smoothed on the Jeans scale for an

ionized medium; thus #0 # (1 + z)!1 at high redshifts, as their

simulation found for z = 2–4. The power-law exponent $ deter-
mines the behavior at large densities; for isothermal spheres, it is

$ = 2.5. The remaining constants (A0 and C0) can be set by de-

manding proper mass and volume normalization.

The next step is to determine how this gas is ionized. MHR00

assumed that there exists a density threshold !i such that all the

gas with ! < !i is ionized while all gas with ! > !i remains

neutral. This provides a reasonable description of shielding in dense

regions, if those regions can be considered to be isolated clumps in

which the density increases inwards. In that case, the radiation field

will ionize the outskirts of the cloud until % $ 1. Because of the
density gradient, this skin corresponds to our threshold !i.

Given this simple prescription, the recombination rate of ion-

ized gas, denotedA (note the change fromMHR00 in order to avoid
confusion with the bubble radius), is

A(!i) = Au

# !i

0

d! PV (!) !2 % AuC, (10)

whereAu is the recombination rate per hydrogen atom in gas at the

mean density,

Au = &A(T )n̄e, (11)

andC is the effective clumping factor. Here, following MHR00, we

use the case-A recombination rate (see also Miralda-Escudé 2003),

&A = 4 & 10!13 cm3 s!1 (at T = 104 K). Case-A is appropriate

because most recombinations occur in gas with ! ! !i, which

presumably lies on the edge of dense neutral clouds. Thus the sec-

ondary ionizing photons that follow recombinations to the ground

state will find themselves in the dense, neutral clouds and do not

ionize the diffuse IGM in which we are interested. In this picture

C increases rapidly as the universe becomes more and more ion-

ized; thus, the first phase of reionization is more efficient than later

stages, when we must clear out dense, rapidly-recombining blobs

of gas.

MHR00 also offer a prescription for determining 'i, the mean

free path of ionizing photons. In their model, it equals the mean

distance between clumps with ! > !i along a random line of

sight, which is approximately

'i = '0[1 " FV (!i)]
!2/3. (12)

Here FV (!i) is the fraction of volume with ! < !i and '0 is

a (redshift-dependent) normalization factor. Formally, this expres-

sion is valid only if the number density and shape (though not total

cross section) of absorbers is independent of !i. This is obviously

not true in detail for the cosmic web. However, MHR00 found that

it provided a good fit to numerical simulations at z = 2–4 if we set
'0H(z) = 60 km s!1 (in physical units). We will extrapolate the

same prescription to higher redshifts.

c" 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Furlanetto & Oh 08
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10 J.S. Bolton & M.G. Haehnelt

Figure 4. An example line-of-sight used in our analysis of near-zone sizes. The top panel shows the normalised density distribution along
the line-of-sight drawn from a large hydrodynamical simulation at z = 6 against distance from the quasar; the quasar host halo is on the
right hand side of the diagram. Subsequent panels show the output from the radiative transfer algorithm for a quasar of age tQ = 107 yrs
and ionizing luminosity Ṅ = 2!1057 s!1. UV background model 4 was used, producing an IGM with a volume weighted neutral hydrogen
fraction fHI " 10!2. In descending order the panels display the H I, He II and He III number densities normalised by the total hydrogen
number density, the gas temperature, the peculiar velocity (drawn from the hydrodynamical simulation), the H I, He I and He II ionization
rates and the energy input per ionization for H I, He I and He II. The last panel shows the resulting Ly! spectrum with a resolution and
signal-to-noise resembling observed high quality, high resolution quasar spectra.

c# 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Bolton & Haehnelt 08
Maselli et al 08
Lidz et al 07

QSO near zones

Size of region affected by 
QSO depends on:
• Luminosity, age
• IGM density distribution
• Ionizing background

Nature and evolution of highly ionized near-zones 5

Figure 1. Comparison of the observed sizes of Lyα near-zones as determined by Fan et al. (2006b) (filled grey circles) and Wyithe et
al. (2005) (open circles) to the two analytical models discussed in section 2, which predict the extent of the H II I-front and the size of
the Lyα near-zone at z = 6, respectively. The sizes are plotted as a function of the number of ionizing photons emitted by the quasar
per second, Ṅ . The solid curves in both panels give Rmax

! for ∆lim = [0.4, 0.7, 1.0]. Left: The series of dotted and dashed curves give Rion

assuming a uniform IGM with ∆ = 1, a quasar age of tQ = 107 yrs and an IGM neutral hydrogen fraction of fHI = [1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1]. Right:

The dotted and dashed curves give Rion assuming a uniform IGM with ∆ = 1, an IGM neutral hydrogen fraction of fHI = 0.1 and quasar
ages of tQ = [0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1] × 107 yrs.

to a resolution of 20 Å before determining the near-zone
sizes. The open circles with error bars are Lyα near-zone
sizes as determined by Wyithe et al. (2005) around a sub-
sample of the same quasars at 6 ≤ z ≤ 6.42, adapted from
their table 1. Wyithe et al. (2005) used the Lyα near-zone
sizes as a proxy for the extent of the quasar H II I-front,
and determine the extent of the near-zones to be at the
redshifts where the transmission extending blueward of the
Lyα emission line becomes comparable to the noise. The
size of Lyα near-zone around J1030 + 0524 they quote was
increased to correspond to the size of the slightly larger
Lyβ near-zone observed around this quasar. We have in-
stead adopted R! = 4.55± 1.65, with an error bar based on
an uncertainty of ∆z = 0.03 in the redshift of J1030 + 0524
(White et al. 2003). We have also omitted J1048+4637 from
the Wyithe et al. (2005) sample, as this is a BAL quasar
which makes a meaningful measurement of the Lyα near-
zone size difficult (X.Fan, private communication). For all
except one of the quasars (J1630 + 4012, the lowest lumi-
nosity quasar) the Wyithe et al. (2005) values are consistent
with the corresponding determinations by Fan et al. (2006b)
within the error bars shown. As discussed by Fan et al.
(2006b) and later within this paper, the observed near-zone
sizes evolve rather rapidly with redshift. The larger near-
zone sizes within the Fan et al. (2006b) sample which are
omitted in the Wyithe et al. (2005) data are for quasars at
z < 6. For both data sets, the conversion from ultraviolet
AB absolute magnitudes, M1450 , to Ṅ has been made using
a generic broken power law spectral energy distribution,

L(ν) ∝

{

ν!0.5 (1050 < λ < 1450 Å),

ν!1.5 (λ < 1050 Å).
(14)

All photons above 1 Ryd are considered to be ionizing pho-
tons. We have not plotted error bars for Ṅ , although the
values will be somewhat uncertain depending on the exact
spectrum of the quasars (e.g. Yu & Lu 2005).

As already discussed, the observed size of the near-zone
in the Lyα region should be the smaller of Rmax

! or Rion.
Clearly from figure 1, our simple analytical argument sug-
gests that the sizes of the observed Lyα near-zones are con-
sistent with both the expected extent of classical proxim-
ity zones and an H II I-front expanding into an IGM with
a significant neutral hydrogen fraction, for reasonable as-
sumptions for the quasar ionizing luminosity and lifetime.
The fact that equation (3) and (11) give similar values
for Rion and Rmax

! is a coincidence which explains the dis-
crepant interpretation of the observed sizes of near-zones
in the literature. Taking a combination of 0.1 ≤ fHI ≤ 1
and 106 ≤ tQ ≤ 107 yrs results in an H II region simi-
lar in size to the observed Lyα near-zones, whereas equa-
tion (11) reproduces the observed sizes even for small fHI or
large tQ. For example, one can reasonably adopt values of
fHI = 10!3 and t = 5 × 107 yrs, within the observationally
determined limits of fHI ≥ 10!3.5 (Fan et al. 2006b) and
106 ≤ tQ ≤ 108 yrs (Martini 2004). For a quasar luminosity
of Ṅ = 2 × 1057 s!1, assuming ∆lim = 0.4 and z! = 6, ac-
cording to equation (11) one expects to see a Lyα near-zone
of R! % 7.9 Mpc, consistent with observed sizes. However,
equation (5) predicts a value of Rion % 22 Mpc, much larger
than any observed Lyα near-zone, although in practise this

c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Nature and evolution of highly ionized near-zones 11

Figure 5. The sizes of Ly! near-zones around quasars at z = 6 computed from radiative transfer simulations in an inhomogeneous
hydrogen and helium IGM. In the left panel the IGM neutral hydrogen fraction is varied for a fixed quasar age and luminosity, in the
central panel the quasar luminosity is varied for fixed quasar age and IGM neutral hydrogen fraction, and in the right panel the quasar
age is varied for fixed quasar luminosity and IGM neutral hydrogen fraction. The values of the fixed quantities are listed in the bottom
right of each panel. The sizes of Ly! near-zones for individual lines-of-sight are shown with the open diamonds, with the average for each
parameter set shown by the filled diamonds. The solid curves correspond to Rmax

! for ∆lim = 0.4, the dashed curves correspond to Rion

for ∆ = 1 and the dotted line indicates the length of the simulated sight-line. The filled grey circles and open circles in the central panel
show the observed sizes of Ly! near-zones, as determined by Fan et al. (2006b) and Wyithe et al. (2005) respectively.

zone, R! ! 8.3 Mpc, is some way behind the H II I-front.
Note also that the extent of the Lyβ and Lyα near-zones
are the same even though the volume weighted neutral frac-
tion of the IGM in this line-of-sight is ∼ 10!2 prior to the
quasar switching on. In this instance, naively using equa-
tion (12), one might expect the Lyβ near-zone to be some-
what larger than the Lyα near-zone. The reason for the simi-
larity in their size is clear on examining the density distribu-
tion along this particular sight line, shown in the top panel
in figure 4. The transmission peaks in the Lyα and Lyβ spec-
tra at ∼ 8.3 Mpc correspond to the very low density void at
the same position in the density distribution. Beyond this
there are several high density clumps which attenuate the
quasar radiation field and prevent any further transmission
in either spectra. Consequently, variations in the density dis-
tribution of the IGM, as well as the potential insensitivity
of the Lyα near-zone size to the neutral hydrogen fraction,
will make attempts to determine fHI using near-zone sizes
di!cult. Combining the Lyα and Lyβ near-zone sizes ob-
viously helps, but this will not necessarily give the correct
extent of the quasar H II region for any individual spectrum
either. As we will discuss in more detail later, reasonably
large samples of high quality data will be required to bet-
ter determine the ionization state of the surrounding IGM
using near-zone sizes. We further note that the presence of
the lower redshift Lyα forest in the Lyβ spectrum clearly
reduces the amplitude of the Lyβ transition and in some
cases will block transmission peaks from the Lyβ near-zone.

4.2 The measured sizes of Lyα near-zones in

cosmological density fields

In figure 5 we explore the dependence of Lyα near-zone sizes
on the ionization state of the surrounding IGM and the lu-
minosity and lifetime of quasars using realistic density distri-
butions drawn from our cosmological hydrodynamical sim-
ulation. The left panel shows the dependence of Lyα near-
zone sizes on the volume weighted IGM neutral hydrogen
fraction. For each neutral hydrogen fraction we have per-
formed a full radiative transfer calculation for the five dif-
ferent lines-of-sight drawn from our simulation box at z = 6.
The near-zone sizes were measured out to our fiducial flux
limit of Flim = e!2.3 = 0.1, and are shown by the open dia-
monds in figure 5. Note that some of these data points fall
on top of each other, giving the appearance of less than five
data points for some of the parameters. The resolution of
each synthetic spectrum was degraded and noise was added
to mimic the observational data. The larger filled diamonds
show the average value of R! for each parameter set. The
neutral hydrogen fraction of the surrounding IGM was var-
ied using UV background models 0 − 10, described in ta-
ble 3. The lifetime and luminosity of the quasar were fixed
at tQ = 107 yrs and Ṅ = 2×1057 s!1, respectively. The solid
curve shows Rmax

! assuming "lim = 0.4. The dashed curve
shows Rion assuming " = 1 and the horizontal dotted line
corresponds to the length of each simulated line-of-sight.

The first point to note about figure 5 is the considerable
spread in the inferred near-zone sizes from one line-of-sight
to the next when all other parameters are fixed. This high-
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Figure 6. The ratio of Ly! to Ly" near-zone sizes for in-
homogeneous IGM models with di!ering volume weighted neu-
tral hydrogen fractions. An ionizing photon production rate of
Ṅ = 2 × 1057 s!1 and age of tQ = 107 yrs has been assumed for
the quasar. The solid line shows R! = 2.5R", which is the ap-
proximate upper limit to the size of the Ly" near-zone predicted
by equation (12), while the dotted line shows R" = R! . The filled
circle with error bars show the observationally determined sizes
of the Ly! and Ly" near-zones around J1030 + 0524 (White et
al. 2003).

zone has ceased to expand. This can be seen by comparing
the results for UV background models 4 and 6.

The filled circle with error bars show the observation-
ally determined size of the Ly! and Ly" near-zones around
J1030 + 0524 taken from White et al. (2003). We have as-
sumed an uncertainty in the quasar redshift of !z = 0.03.
Its location close to the R" = R! line appears to suggest
that fHI ! 10!2. However, the large scatter in near-zone
size makes it very di"cult to come to definite conclusions
for individual systems.

5 THE OBSERVED REDSHIFT EVOLUTION

OF NEAR-ZONE SIZES

5.1 The simulations

In a recent paper Fan et al. (2006b) (hereinafter F06b)
present evidence for evolution in the size of Ly! near-zone
sizes with redshift. The conclusion of F06b using a sam-
ple of 16 quasars, was that the average Ly! near-zone size
increases by a factor of 2.8 from z = 6.4 to z = 5.7 af-
ter correcting for quasar luminosity di#erences. Assuming
that R" " (1 + z)!1f!1/3

HI , F06b note this corresponds to
fHI decreasing by a factor of # 14. Assuming a value of
fHI # 9.3 $ 10!5 at z = 5.7 based on their direct optical
depth measurements suggests fHI # 1.3 $ 10!3 at z = 6.4.
However, as we have shown already, the dependence of the
Ly! near-zone size on fHI is not so straightforward. We shall
attempt to model this evolution here using three di#erent

scenarios for the IGM neutral hydrogen fraction evolution
within our radiative transfer implementation.

In all three scenarios, we shall consider a quasar embed-
ded in an inhomogeneous hydrogen and helium IGM. We set
the quasar to have the fiducial values Ṅ = 2$ 1057 s!1 and
tQ = 107 yrs. As before, the IGM density distributions used
for the radiative transfer runs are drawn in di#erent direc-
tions around the 5 most massive haloes in the simulation
volume at z = [6.25, 6, 5.75], giving a total of 15 di#erent
lines-of-sight for comparison to the F06b data. In the first
scenario we simulate the propagation of radiation from the
source into the IGM at z = [6.25, 6, 5.75] using UV back-
ground models 6, 9 and 10 respectively. These UV back-
ground models reproduce volume weighted neutral hydrogen
fractions which are consistent with estimates from the direct
Gunn-Peterson optical depth measurements of F06b. This
scenario corresponds to a moderate evolution of the IGM
neutral fraction with redshift. In the second scenario we use
UV background models 1, 6 and 10 at z = [6.25, 6, 5.75],
respectively. This scenario corresponds to a rapid evolution
in the IGM neutral hydrogen fraction above z = 6, where
UV background model 1 corresponds to a substantially neu-
tral IGM at z = 6.25, consistent with the lower limits on
fHI from both Mesinger & Haiman (2004) and Wyithe et al.
(2005). In the third scenario, we also adopt a moderate evo-
lution in the neutral hydrogen fraction, but in addition take
into account the e#ect of self-shielded dense clumps. These
systems are expected to be responsible for Lyman limit sys-
tems, but our hydrodynamical simulations do not fully re-
solve them. To include them we use a simple model for self-
shielded clumps based on the model of reionization in the
post-overlap phase by Miralda-Escudé et al. (2000). The de-
tails of this model are described in appendix D.

5.2 The relative sizes of Ly! near-zones and their

evolution with redshift

As discussed in previous sections and by F06b, determin-
ing the absolute sizes of the near-zones is plagued with a
range of uncertainties. One should, however, hope that these
uncertainties depend weakly on redshift. Therefore, in this
section we will firstly investigate the redshift evolution in
the relative sizes of Ly! near-zones found by F06b. We un-
dertake a comparison of the absolute near-zone sizes with
the observations of F06b in the next section. The evolution
of the synthetic Ly! and Ly" near-zone sizes with redshift
for our three scenarios is shown in figure 7, similar to figure
13 in F06b. We note however that figure 13 in F06b is not
corrected for the quasar luminosity, whereas for the simula-
tions used in figure 7 we have assumed a constant value of
Ṅ = 2 $ 1057 s!1. In addition, the spectra in each bin in
figure 13 of F06b are from a range of redshifts, rather than
all at the same redshift.

Following F06b, the simulated spectra are smoothed to
a resolution of 20 Å and the composite absorption profile of
the 5 lines-of-sight at each redshift is plotted. To compare
these data to the observational results of F06b, we adopt
their definition of the Ly! near-zone. This is defined as the
extent of the smoothed spectrum where the normalised flux
is greater than 0.1. This hopefully provides a more robust
way of defining R" when we are considering examples where
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Figure 2. Examples of the synthetic Ly! and Ly" near-zone spectra used in our study. The spectra are drawn from the line-of-sight data
shown in figure 4. The quasar is situated on the right of the diagram, and has an age tQ = 107 yrs and ionizing luminosity Ṅ = 2!1057 s!1.
The surrounding IGM neutral hydrogen fraction is set using UV background model 4, which gives a volume weighted value of fHI " 10!2.
Here the Ly! spectrum has been rebinned to a resolution of " 4 Å per pixel and Gaussian distributed noise with a total signal to noise
of 20 per pixel has been added, typical of moderate resolution quasar spectra. The Ly" spectrum has been rebinned to have the same bin
size as the Ly! spectrum in velocity space. The solid line in each panel marks the extent of the quasar H II region, some way ahead of the
edge of spectroscopically identified Ly! and Ly" near-zones. These both lie at a distance of " 8.3 proper Mpc from the quasar. The dotted
line shows the adopted flux threshold, Flim = 0.1, used to identify the edge of the near-zone.

Figure 3. Left: Density distributions at z = 6 drawn from hydrodynamical simulations with di!ering mass resolution. The dotted, dashed
and solid lines correspond the 1203, 2403 and 4003 simulations respectively. The corresponding mass resolutions are listed in table 1. Centre:

The neutral hydrogen number density normalised by the total hydrogen number density as predicted by the radiative transfer algorithm
for a quasar within the massive halo situated on the right hand side of the density distribution. Right: The resulting Ly! near-zone profile.
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Morphology of H II regions during reionization 1049
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Figure 3. Comparison of four radiative transfer simulations post-processed on the same density field, but using different source prescriptions parametrized by
Ṅ (m) = α(m) m. The white regions are ionized and the black are neutral. The left-hand panel, left centre panel, right centre panel and right-hand panels are,
respectively, cuts through Simulations S2 (α ! m"2/3), S1 (α ! m0), S3 (α ! m2/3) and S4 (α ! m0, but only haloes with m > 4 # 1010 M$ host sources). For
the top panels, the volume-ionized fraction is x̄i,V % 0.2 (the mass-ionized fraction is x̄i,M % 0.3) and z = 8.7. For the middle panels, x̄i,V % 0.5(xi,M % 0.6)
and z = 7.7, and for the bottom panels, x̄i,V % 0.7(x̄i,M % 0.8) and z = 7.3. Note that the S4 simulation outputs have the same x̄i,M , but x̄i,V that are typically
0.1 smaller than that of other runs. In S4, the source fluctuations are nearly Poissonian, resulting in the bubbles being uncorrelated with the density field
(x̄i,V % x̄i,M ). Each panel is 94 Mpc wide and would subtend 0.6 degrees on the sky.
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Figure 4. The volume-weighted bubble radius PDF for the S1 (solid curves),
S3 (dot–dashed curves) and S4 (dotted curves) simulations. See the text for
our definition of the bubble radius R. We do not include curves for the
S2 simulation because they are similar to those for S1. The thin curves
are at z = 8.7 and x̄i,M = 0.3, and the thick curves are at z = 7.3 and
x̄i,M = 0.8. Simulation S4 has the rarest sources and the largest H II regions
of the four models.
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Figure 5. The ionization fraction power spectrum "xx (k)2 = k3 Pxx (k)/2!2

for the S1 (solid curves), S2 (dashed curves), S3 (dot–dashed curves) and S4
(dotted curves) simulations. For the top panels, x̄i,V % 0.2(x̄i,M % 0.3), for
the middle panels, x̄i,V % 0.5(xi,M % 0.6) and for the bottom panels, x̄i,V %
0.7(x̄i,M % 0.8). In all panels, the fluctuations are larger at k ! 1 h Mpc"1

in S3 and S4 than they are in S1 and in S2. As the most massive haloes
contribute more of the ionizing photons, the ionization fraction fluctuations
increase at large scales.
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Figure 3. Comparison of four radiative transfer simulations post-processed on the same density field, but using different source prescriptions parametrized by
Ṅ (m) = !(m) m. The white regions are ionized and the black are neutral. The left-hand panel, left centre panel, right centre panel and right-hand panels are,
respectively, cuts through Simulations S2 (! ! m"2/3), S1 (! ! m0), S3 (! ! m2/3) and S4 (! ! m0, but only haloes with m > 4 # 1010 M$ host sources). For
the top panels, the volume-ionized fraction is x̄i,V % 0.2 (the mass-ionized fraction is x̄i,M % 0.3) and z = 8.7. For the middle panels, x̄i,V % 0.5(xi,M % 0.6)
and z = 7.7, and for the bottom panels, x̄i,V % 0.7(x̄i,M % 0.8) and z = 7.3. Note that the S4 simulation outputs have the same x̄i,M , but x̄i,V that are typically
0.1 smaller than that of other runs. In S4, the source fluctuations are nearly Poissonian, resulting in the bubbles being uncorrelated with the density field
(x̄i,V % x̄i,M ). Each panel is 94 Mpc wide and would subtend 0.6 degrees on the sky.
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are at z = 8.7 and x̄i,M = 0.3, and the thick curves are at z = 7.3 and
x̄i,M = 0.8. Simulation S4 has the rarest sources and the largest H II regions
of the four models.
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the middle panels, x̄i,V % 0.5(xi,M % 0.6) and for the bottom panels, x̄i,V %
0.7(x̄i,M % 0.8). In all panels, the fluctuations are larger at k ! 1 h Mpc"1

in S3 and S4 than they are in S1 and in S2. As the most massive haloes
contribute more of the ionizing photons, the ionization fraction fluctuations
increase at large scales.
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Figure 10. Recovered density structure versus luminosity distance to the

background quasar from the analysis of the proximity effect in the Large

Programme sample. The density structure, !(r)/!!", is recovered within

different bins in distance to the background quasar, from the evolution of

the optical depth distribution in the vicinity of the quasar, as compared to

the distribution in the IGM. Since the optical depth is a function of the

density, the temperature and the amplitude of the ionizing flux, the resulting

density structure depends on the slope of the temperature-density relation,

", and on the amplitude of the background ionizing flux (defined by the

parameter !12). The value of " is fixed to 1.5 since uncertainties in it are

small enough to have little influence on the result. The 2# contours of the

recovered density structure are shown for !12=0.3 (panel a); !12=1 (panel

b) and !12=3 (panel c). A value of !12 # 1 is favored to recover the

density enhancement derived around the most massive halo at redshift z =
2 in the Millennium simulation (Springel et al. 2005), which is overplotted

in each panel with diamonds.

Then, we compute the evolution of optical depth with redshift, dis-

played in Fig. 8 (upper panel). It is stronger than in the mock spec-

tra and seems to favor ! = 6, when fitted with "0(z) ! (1 + z)!.

However, a slope of 4.5 is allowed within a 3# confidence level.

More important, our results are not modified, within the statistical

errors, whether we use ! = 4.5 or the actual fit. The CPDF of the

scaled optical depth is shown in Fig. 8 (bottom panel) with the best

fitting result for "0(z). Observations are also consistent with the as-

sumption that the shape of the CPDF does not evolve from z = 3.2
to z = 2.2.

Once the evolution with redshift is removed, the scaled optical

depth CPDFs are computed within different bins in distance to the

quasar. The 1# statistical contours (from a bootstrap resampling)

of the evolution of different percentiles are shown in Fig. 9 (grey

regions in each panel). We note here that the different percentiles

are scaled roughly by the same amount at any given radius (when

the lowest contour of " is larger than the minimum value, i.e. the

lower dotted line). This corresponds to the fact that the shape of

the CPDF is conserved when one gets closer to the quasar (at the

level of accuracy of our sample). This gives confidence in our main

assumption that a simple scaling of the reference optical depth is

sufficient.

In order to recover the density structure, values of !12 and $ have

to be fixed first. As mentioned earlier, the expected value of $ is

between 1 and 1.5 and we use $ = 1.5 in most of our analysis. The

value of !12 is between 0.3 and 3 (aside from measurements from

standard proximity effect analysis), we use !12 = 1. In the previous

section, the mean evolution of optical depth percentiles was com-

puted in mock LP spectra without additional density structure and

using !12 =1 (see Fig. 4). It is overplotted for comparison in Fig. 9,

panel (a). In the data, there is no clear change in the percentiles at

a radius where % = 1 (for !12 = 1) and even at the lowest radii

considered here, the highest percentiles do not reach the minimum

optical depth. In contrast, the presence of the ionizing photons from

the QSO already strongly affects the optical depth percentiles in

mock spectra. Thus, the addition of a density structure is required to

counterbalance the increase of the ionization rate. This is shown in

panel bwhere we overplot the evolution of optical depth percentiles

in mock spectra including a density structure around the quasar, as

described in Section 4.4 (Fig. 6). This provides then a better fit to

the observed evolution. The probability distribution of &/"&# asso-

ciated to the Large Programme QSOs is directly recovered through

the procedure described in Section 3. The 2# confidence region is

then displayed in Fig. 10, again for !12=1 and $ = 1.5 (panel b,

blue region). A uniform density is rejected at the 2# level for r <
! 10

proper h"1Mpc.

This recovered profile can then be compared to expected density

profile from simulation. For this purpose, we have used the Millen-

nium simulation (Springel et al 2005). This dark-matter only sim-

ulation evolved 21603 particles in a box of size 500 h"1Mpc, and

has "m = 0.25 and #8 = 0.9. Since the LP quasars are very lumi-

nous, we extract the averaged density profile around the most mas-

sive halo at redshift z = 2 in the simulation. The profile, smoothed

over 2.5 h"1Mpc is shown as diamonds in Fig. 10. The similarity is

encouraging, in particular the fact that both profiles start to increase

at the same radius $ 10 h"1Mpc.

The effect of varying !12 and $ is investigated next. It is reason-

able to assume that $ is within 1 and 1.5 (see Eq. 2). Since we

actually recover (&/"&#)2"0.7(""1) , varying $ only scales &/"&# in

a logarithmic plot. The effect is negligible compared to statistical

errors. As for !12, we have shown in Section 3 that, for r <
! rL,

&/"&# is proportional to (1/!12)
1+# . Therefore, the observed op-

tical depth percentiles evolution could also be reproduced in mock

spectra with a larger value of !12, which decreases the influence

of the quasar ionizing flux (the radius where % = 1 is shifted to-

wards lower distance). The same quality of fit in Fig. 9 (panel c) is

indeed obtained with the evolution of optical depth percentiles in

mock spectra without density structure but with a larger value of

!12 (3 instead of 1). Similarly, the 2# confidence region of &/"&#
is shown for !12=3 in panel (c) of Fig. 10. The recovered density

structure is reduced, and a uniform density can be rejected at the

2# level for r <
! 2h"1Mpc only. Yet, this may as well be explained

by the systematic bias in the recovered structure at small distances

(Fig. 5). Higher values of !12 would result in an under density at

small distances. Conversely, a lower value of !12 enhances the re-

covered density structure, which is demonstrated for !12 = 0.3 in

panel (a) of Fig. 10.

One may then ask the question of which value of !12 will allow

the observation to be consistent with a uniform density &/"&# = 1.

This corresponds to the standard proximity effect applied to opti-

cal depth statistics. If one requires that an uniform density is not

rejected at more than 2#, within each bin in distance, !12 is con-

strained to be within the range 3.6-15. This is consistent with the

range of estimates obtained from standard proximity effect analy-

sis using line counting statistics (!12 $ 1.5 % 9). We could also
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Figure 3. Largest Gap Width distribution for the LR and the HR cases (left and right, respectively). Filled circles represent the result of the analysis of the 17

QSOs observed spectra. Solid red (dotted blue) lines show the results obtained by the semi-analytical modeling implemented for the ERM (LRM). Vertical

error bars measure poissonian noise, horizontal errors define the bin for the gap widths.

(ii) Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the transmitted flux

at the mean redshifts z = 5.5, 5.7, 6.0; (iii) Gap Width (GW) dis-
tribution in 3.5 ! z ! 5.5. For what concerns the GW statis-

tics we define gaps as contiguous regions of the spectrum having

a !GP > 2.5 over rest-frame wavelength ("RF ) intervals > 1 Å.
This method was first suggested by Croft (1998) and then adopted

by various authors (Songaila & Cowie 2002; Paschos & Norman

2005; F06; GCF06). The comparison of model and observational

results in terms of the above three statistics is plotted in Fig. 2. By

checking our models we follow the same approach of GCF06, to

which we refer for a complete description of the technical details.

The outcome of the test is encouraging, as both ERM and

LRM successfully match the observational data at z ! 6 for the
control statistics considered. This allows us to confidently proceed

the comparison with more advanced statistical tools.

3.2 Advanced statistics

Since at z " 6 regions with high transmission in the Ly# forest

become rare, an appropriate method to analyze the statistical prop-

erties of the transmitted flux is the distribution of gaps. In partic-

ular GCF06 suggested that the Largest Gap Width (LGW) and the

Largest Peak Width (LPW) statistics are suitable tools to study the

ionization state of the IGM at high redshift4. The LGW (LPW) dis-

tribution quantifies the fraction of LOS which are characterized by

the largest gap (peak) of a given width. As far as this work is con-

cerned, we apply the LGW and the LPW statistics both to simu-

lated and observed spectra with the aim of measuring the evolution

of xHI with redshift.

We use observational data including 17 QSOs obtained by F06.

4 The definition of “peak” in the transmitted flux is similar to the “gap”

one. A peak is a contiguous region of the spectrum over !RF intervals

greater than the observed pixel size (! 0.5 Å) characterized by a transmis-
sion above a given flux threshold (Fth = 0.08 in this work).

We divide the observed spectra into two redshift-selected sub-

samples: the “Low-Redshift” (LR) sample (8 emission redshifts

5.7 < zem < 6), and the “High-Redshift” (HR) one (9 emission
redshifts 6 < zem < 6.4). Simulated spectra have the same zem

distribution of the observed samples. For most QSOs we consider

the ("RF ) interval 1026-1200 Å and we normalize each width to

the corresponding redshift path. Note that the LOS do not extend

up to zem; the upper (lower) limit of the interval chosen ensures that

we exclude from the analysis the portions of the spectra penetrat-

ing inside the QSO HII (Ly$) region. For the QSOs SDSS J1044-
0125 and SDSS J1048+4637 we choose different intervals, namely

1050-1183 and 1050-1140, respectively. These two objects have

been classified as BAL QSO (Goodrich et al. 2001; Fan et al. 2003;

Maiolino et al. 2004), since their spectra present Broad Absorp-

tion Lines associated with highly ionized atomic species (e.g. SiIV,

CIV). By selecting the above intervals we exclude those portions of

the spectra characterized by CIV absorption features which extend

to z " 5.56 (z " 5.75) in SDSS J1044-0125 (SDSS J1048+4637).
Observed data were taken with a spectral resolution R " 3000 #
6000; simulated spectra have been convolved with a gaussian of
FWHM = 67 km/sec, providing R $ 4500. Moreover each
observed/simulated spectrum has been rebinned to a resolution of

R = 2600. Finally, we add noise to the simulated data such that the
flux F in each pixel is replaced by F + G(1) % %n, where G(1) is
a Gaussian random deviate with zero mean and unit variance, and

%n is the observed noise r.m.s deviation of the corresponding pixel.

The results provided by the statistics adopted in this study

are sensitive to the S/N ratio, since spurious peaks could arise in

spectral regions with noise higher than the Fth adopted. Indeed,

the shape of the LGW/LPW distributions depends on the Fth cho-

sen. Thus, we consider two different values for Fth, namely 0.03
and 0.08, respectively, and, for both of them, compute preliminary
LGW/LPWdistributions. Finally, the LGW/LPW distributions pre-

sented are obtained as the mean of the preliminary ones, weighted

on the corresponding errors (See Appendix A for a detailed dis-

cussion). In our analysis we do not consider 2 QSOs presented

Glimpsing through the high redshift neutral hydrogen fog 5

Figure 4. Largest Peak Width distribution for the LR and the HR cases (left and right, respectively). Filled circles represent observational data obtained by

analyzing the observed spectra of the 17 QSOs considered. Solid red (dotted blue) lines show the results obtained by the semi-analytical modeling implemented

for the ERM (LRM). Vertical error bars measure poissonian noise, horizontal errors define the bin for the peak widths.

by F06, namely SDSS J1436+5007 and SDSS J1630+4012, since

these spectra have significantly lower S/N to apply LGW/LPW tests

(continuum S/N ! 7).

3.2.1 LGW distribution

We now discuss the LGW distribution for observed/simulated spec-

tra; the results are shown in Fig. 3. The QSOs emission redshifts

used and the !RF interval chosen for the LR sample are such that

the mean redshift of the absorbers is !z" = 5.26, with a mini-
mum (maximum) redshift zmin = 4.69 (zmax = 5.86), and a
r.m.s. deviation " = 0.06. For the HR sample it is !z" = 5.55,
zmin = 4.90, zmax = 6.32, " = 0.14. The observed LGW dis-

tribution evolves rapidly with redshift: in the LR sample most of

the LOS are characterized by a largest gap < 40 Å, whereas gaps
as large as 100 Å appear in the HR sample. This means that LOS

to QSOs emitting at zem ! 6 encounter “optically thick” regions
whose size is # 20 Mpc, while for zem " 6 blank regions of size
up to 46 Mpc are present.

Superposed to the data in Fig. 3 are the predicted LGW distri-

butions corresponding to ERM and LRM, obtained by simulating

800/900 LOS in the LR/HR case, corresponding to 100 LOS for

each emission redshift in each sample. In our ERM simulated spec-

tra, at z $ 6 gaps are produced by regions characterized by a
mean overdensity !̄ $ 1 (!min = 0.05, !max = 18) with a
xHI $ 10!4, averaging on 100 LOS (xHI,min = 1.1 % 10!5,

xHI,max = 3.6 % 10!4).

It results that both the predicted LGW distributions provide a good

fit to observational data. We exploit the agreement between the sim-

ulated and observed LGW distributions to derive an estimate of

xHI, shown in Fig. 1. We find log10 xHI = &4.4+0.84
!0.90 at z $ 5.35.

5 The xHI value quoted is the mean between the estimates predicted by the

ERM and the LRM. Moreover, we consider the most conservative case in

which the errors for the measurement of the neutral hydrogen fraction are

By applying the same method to the HR sample we constrain the

neutral hydrogen fraction to be within log10 xHI = &4.2+0.84
!1.0 at

z $ 5.6.
Although the predicted LGW distributions are quite similar for the

two models considered, yet some differences can be pointed out.

Both for the LR and HR cases the early reionization LGW distribu-

tion provides a very good match to the observed points, thus sug-

gesting zrei " 7. The agreement is satisfactory also for the LRM,
but it is important to notice that late reionization models predict too

many largest gaps $ 60 Å in the LR case and too few gaps $ 20 Å

in the HR one. Given the limited quasar sample available, the statis-

tical relevance of the LRM discrepancies is not sufficient to firmly

rule out this scenario. However, since in the HR case 40% of the

lines of sight extend at z " 6, we can use the LRM results to put an

upper limit on xHI at this epoch. Indeed in the HR case we find that

a neutral hydrogen fraction at z $ 6 higher than that one predicted
by the LRM would imply an even worst agreement with observa-

tions, since a more abundant HI would produce a lower (higher)

fraction of LOS characterized by the largest gap smaller (higher)

than 40 Å with respect to observations. Thus, this study suggests
xHI < 0.36 at z = 6.32 (obtained from the maximum value for

xHI found in the LRM at this epoch).

3.2.2 LPW distribution

Next, we apply the Largest Peak Width (LPW) statistics (Fig 4) to

both observed and simulated spectra. From the observed LPW dis-

tribution we find that, in the LR (HR) sample, about 50% of the

lines of sight exhibit peaks of width < 12(8) Å. In more details,
the size Pmax of the largest transmission regions in the observed

sample are 3 ! Pmax ! 10 (1 ! Pmax ! 6) Mpc at !z" = 5.3
(5.6). The frequency and the amplitude of the transmission regions

provided by the minimum xHI value found in the ERM and the maximum

one in the LRM.

Gap statistics

Dark regions

Bright regions

data
early reionization
late reionization

Gallerani et al 08
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The ionizing emissivity at z ≥ 5 9

to underestimate the ionization rate required to reproduce
the observed Ly! e!ective optical depth at high redshifts.
The presence of large ionization rates in regions where the
Ly! opacity of the IGM is already rather low or very high
increases the mean "!12 but has little impact on the ob-
served e!ective optical depth. For plausible values for the
mean free path at z = 5 this e!ect is around the 5 − 10 per
cent level.

Interestingly, there is a di!erent trend at z = 6 for
progressively smaller values of "mfp. The di!erence between
""
!12 and "!12 is reduced as "mfp decreases, and "!12 is

actually larger than ""
!12 for the model with the smallest

value of "mfp/〈lg〉 at z = 6. This result was also noted by
Meiksin & White (2004). In this instance, the volume of the
IGM where there are no ionizing sources within a mean free
path become more common, reducing the spatially averaged
ionization rate.

In summary, we find the ionization rate inferred from
simulations of the IGM which assume a uniform ionizing
background at z = 5 and 6 is usually underestimated. How-
ever, as regions which are isolated from ionizing photons
become more common, the "!12 can actually be overesti-
mated when assuming a uniform ionizing background. For
plausible values of "mfp, spatial fluctuations in the ioniz-
ing background induce a systematic o!set of about +10 per
cent and an uncertainty of about ±10 per cent to the "!12

we infer from our simulations at z = 5 and 6, respectively.
We shall include these uncertainties when quoting our final
estimate of "!12 in Section 6.

6 THE METAGALACTIC HYDROGEN

IONIZATION RATE AT Z=5 AND 6

6.1 Constraints on "!12 from the IGM

Ly! opacity

We summarise our constraints on the metagalactic hydro-
gen ionization rate at z = 5 and 6 in Fig. 4. The values of
"!12 which reproduce the IGM Ly! e!ective optical depth
are plotted as the filled triangles with 1# error bars. Our
central estimates and their uncertainties are based on "!12

inferred from our fiducial simulation (15-200), rescaled to
correspond to the fiducial parameter values and ranges listed
in Table 3. We do this using the scaling relations we derived
for "!12 in Section 2. The total uncertainty on "!12 is then
computed by adding the contributions from individual pa-
rameter uncertainties in quadrature. The total error budget
is summarised in Table 6. We find the Ly! e!ective optical
depth is reproduced by log "HI = −12.28+0.22

!0.23 at z = 5 and
log "HI < −12.72 at z = 6.

These data are compared to other observational con-
straints taken from the literature in Fig. 4. The open cir-
cles with error bars correspond to the data of Fan et al.
(2006), derived from the IGM Ly! e!ective optical depth
at z $ 5 − 6. Rather than using hydrodynamical simula-
tions, Fan et al. (2006) compute "!12 using the fluctuating
Gunn-Peterson approximation (FGPA, Rauch et al. 1997;
Weinberg et al. 1999) combined with the IGM density dis-
tribution derived by MHR00. The data are in agreement
with our constraints at z = 6, although our upper limit
on "!12 is somewhat higher. However, at z = 5 our de-
termination of "!12 is significantly larger than the data of

Table 6. The error budget for !!12 based on the fiducial val-
ues for various cosmological and astrophysical parameters given
in Table 3. The uncertainties due to the impact of ionizing back-
ground fluctuations and marginal numerical convergence are also
listed. The total error is obtained by adding the individual errors
in quadrature.

Parameter z = 5 (per cent) z = 6 (per cent)

T0 +49/!21 +53/!22
!e! +27/!17 +44/!32
"m +24/!17 +26/!18
" +18/!19 +24/!19
#8 +10/!9 +12/!10

Fluctuations +10 ±10
Numerical ±10 ±10

"bh2 +9/!8 +9/!8
h ±6 ±6

Total +66/!40 +80/!53

Figure 4. Evolution of the metagalactic hydrogen ionization rate
over the redshift range 2 " z " 6. Our new estimates of !!12 are
shown as the filled triangles at z = 5 and 6. Other data points
based on the IGM Ly$ e#ective optical depth are taken from
Tytler et al. (2004) (star), Bolton et al. (2005) (open diamonds)
and Fan et al. (2006) (open circles). The box corresponds to the
constraints on !!12 obtained from the proximity e#ect by Scott
et al. (2000), and the filled diamond is the recent estimate of
!!12 based on emission from Lyman break galaxies at z = 3
(Shapley et al. 2006). The solid and dotted lines correspond to the
ionizing background models of HM01 for, respectively, galaxies
and quasars and quasars only.

Fan et al. (2006). This is not unexpected; the FGPA should
be used with caution, as in practice the dependence of the
Ly! optical depth (not to be confused with $e!) on vari-
ous parameters is actually rather di!erent to the canonical
FGPA scaling (B05, Tytler et al. 2004; Jena et al. 2005). We
therefore expect our constraints on "!12, based on our ex-
tensive suite of hydrodynamical simulations, to be more ro-
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to underestimate the ionization rate required to reproduce
the observed Ly! e!ective optical depth at high redshifts.
The presence of large ionization rates in regions where the
Ly! opacity of the IGM is already rather low or very high
increases the mean "!12 but has little impact on the ob-
served e!ective optical depth. For plausible values for the
mean free path at z = 5 this e!ect is around the 5 − 10 per
cent level.

Interestingly, there is a di!erent trend at z = 6 for
progressively smaller values of "mfp. The di!erence between
""
!12 and "!12 is reduced as "mfp decreases, and "!12 is

actually larger than ""
!12 for the model with the smallest

value of "mfp/〈lg〉 at z = 6. This result was also noted by
Meiksin & White (2004). In this instance, the volume of the
IGM where there are no ionizing sources within a mean free
path become more common, reducing the spatially averaged
ionization rate.

In summary, we find the ionization rate inferred from
simulations of the IGM which assume a uniform ionizing
background at z = 5 and 6 is usually underestimated. How-
ever, as regions which are isolated from ionizing photons
become more common, the "!12 can actually be overesti-
mated when assuming a uniform ionizing background. For
plausible values of "mfp, spatial fluctuations in the ioniz-
ing background induce a systematic o!set of about +10 per
cent and an uncertainty of about ±10 per cent to the "!12

we infer from our simulations at z = 5 and 6, respectively.
We shall include these uncertainties when quoting our final
estimate of "!12 in Section 6.

6 THE METAGALACTIC HYDROGEN

IONIZATION RATE AT Z=5 AND 6

6.1 Constraints on "!12 from the IGM

Ly! opacity

We summarise our constraints on the metagalactic hydro-
gen ionization rate at z = 5 and 6 in Fig. 4. The values of
"!12 which reproduce the IGM Ly! e!ective optical depth
are plotted as the filled triangles with 1# error bars. Our
central estimates and their uncertainties are based on "!12

inferred from our fiducial simulation (15-200), rescaled to
correspond to the fiducial parameter values and ranges listed
in Table 3. We do this using the scaling relations we derived
for "!12 in Section 2. The total uncertainty on "!12 is then
computed by adding the contributions from individual pa-
rameter uncertainties in quadrature. The total error budget
is summarised in Table 6. We find the Ly! e!ective optical
depth is reproduced by log "HI = −12.28+0.22

!0.23 at z = 5 and
log "HI < −12.72 at z = 6.

These data are compared to other observational con-
straints taken from the literature in Fig. 4. The open cir-
cles with error bars correspond to the data of Fan et al.
(2006), derived from the IGM Ly! e!ective optical depth
at z $ 5 − 6. Rather than using hydrodynamical simula-
tions, Fan et al. (2006) compute "!12 using the fluctuating
Gunn-Peterson approximation (FGPA, Rauch et al. 1997;
Weinberg et al. 1999) combined with the IGM density dis-
tribution derived by MHR00. The data are in agreement
with our constraints at z = 6, although our upper limit
on "!12 is somewhat higher. However, at z = 5 our de-
termination of "!12 is significantly larger than the data of

Table 6. The error budget for !!12 based on the fiducial val-
ues for various cosmological and astrophysical parameters given
in Table 3. The uncertainties due to the impact of ionizing back-
ground fluctuations and marginal numerical convergence are also
listed. The total error is obtained by adding the individual errors
in quadrature.

Parameter z = 5 (per cent) z = 6 (per cent)

T0 +49/!21 +53/!22
!e! +27/!17 +44/!32
"m +24/!17 +26/!18
" +18/!19 +24/!19
#8 +10/!9 +12/!10

Fluctuations +10 ±10
Numerical ±10 ±10

"bh2 +9/!8 +9/!8
h ±6 ±6

Total +66/!40 +80/!53

Figure 4. Evolution of the metagalactic hydrogen ionization rate
over the redshift range 2 " z " 6. Our new estimates of !!12 are
shown as the filled triangles at z = 5 and 6. Other data points
based on the IGM Ly$ e#ective optical depth are taken from
Tytler et al. (2004) (star), Bolton et al. (2005) (open diamonds)
and Fan et al. (2006) (open circles). The box corresponds to the
constraints on !!12 obtained from the proximity e#ect by Scott
et al. (2000), and the filled diamond is the recent estimate of
!!12 based on emission from Lyman break galaxies at z = 3
(Shapley et al. 2006). The solid and dotted lines correspond to the
ionizing background models of HM01 for, respectively, galaxies
and quasars and quasars only.

Fan et al. (2006). This is not unexpected; the FGPA should
be used with caution, as in practice the dependence of the
Ly! optical depth (not to be confused with $e!) on vari-
ous parameters is actually rather di!erent to the canonical
FGPA scaling (B05, Tytler et al. 2004; Jena et al. 2005). We
therefore expect our constraints on "!12, based on our ex-
tensive suite of hydrodynamical simulations, to be more ro-
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shifted the observed QSO spectrum further to the blue. We tie
the redshifts and b-values for O i and C ii to those of Si ii, for
which the line profile is the cleanest. Leaving all parameters
untied produces negligible changes in the column densities.

3.1.6. SDSS J1148+5251: zsys ! 6:2555 (Fig. 6 )

We use a single component for the primary fit to this system.
The C ii falls on a sky emission line and hence the line profile is
rather noisy. We therefore tied the redshift and b-parameter for
C ii to those of Si ii, while z and b for O i were allowed to vary
freely. The fitted z- and b-values for O i agree with those for Si ii
within the fit errors. Tying z- and b-values for O i to those of Si ii
produced no significant change in NO i. Both Si ii k1260 and O i
are well fit by a single line, while the blue edge of the C ii shows
a possible additional component. We fit this component sepa-
rately but do include it when computing relative abundances.

4. OVERABUNDANCE OF O i SYSTEMS
TOWARD SDSS J1148+5251

Despite the relatively small total number of detected O i sys-
tems, a noticeable overabundance appears toward SDSS J1148+
5251. It should be noted that this object has one of the brightest
continuum magnitudes among QSOs at z > 5 (Fan et al. 2003).
We also spent considerable integration time on this object. There-

fore, the data are among the best in our sample. In this section
we address the null hypothesis that the apparent imbalance in the
distribution of O i systems results from a combination of incom-
pleteness and small number statistics.

For each sight line we used an automated scheme to deter-
mine the absorption path length interval!X over which we are
sensitive to systems above a given O i column density. For a
nonevolving population of sources expanding with the Hubble
flow, we expect to intersect the same number of sources per unit
X at all redshifts, where X is defined for " ! 1 as

dX ! (1" z)2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"m(1" z)3 " "#

p dz: #2$

At the redshift of each pixel where we are potentially sensitive
to O i we inserted artificial single-component systems contain-
ing O i, Si ii, and C ii with relative abundances set to the mean
measured values (see x 5) and a turbulent Doppler width of b !
10 km s%1. The minimum NO i at which the system could be de-
tected by the automated program was then determined. A detec-
tion required that there be significant (4 !) absorption at the
expected wavelengths of O i and at least one of the other two
ions. The redshifts of at least two of the three fitted profiles
must also agree within a tolerance of !ztol ! 0:0002, and the
line widths must agree to within a factor of 2. In the case in which
the fitted profiles agree for only two of the ions, the spectrum at

Fig. 3.—Absorption lines for the zsys ! 6:0097 O i system toward SDSS
1148+5251. See Fig. 1 for details. Si ii k1260 falls in the Ly" forest. The strong
line at !v ! 57 km s%1 from Si ii k1304 is Si ii k1260 at z ! 6:2555. The
absorption features at !v & %40 and 90–140 km s%1 from C ii are probably
telluric absorption that has not been fully removed.

Fig. 4.—Absorption lines for the zsys ! 6:1293 O i system toward SDSS
1148+5251. See Fig. 1 for details. The features around Si ii k1260 are Ly"
absorption in the quasar proximity region. The C ii components at !v ! %67;
%29, and 26 km s%1 are unconfirmed.

O i AT z ' 6 73No. 1, 2006

Becker et al 06
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Thermal evolution
16 Faucher-Giguère et al.

Fig. 12.— Comparison of our measurement of !e! corrected for continuum bias (see §3.4; red circles) and of the Bernardi et al. (2003)
measurement (blue squares). The Bernardi et al. (2003) points were binned in the same !z = 0.1 redshift bins as our measurement.
The blue data points are centered on the same redshifts as the red ones, but have been slightly o"set to the right for graphical clarity.
The error bars on the binned Bernardi et al. (2003) points are slightly underestimated, since their neighboring published data points are
slightly correlated. We have added a constant vertical o"set in logarithmic space to the Bernardi et al. (2003) points that minimizes the
"2 between the two data sets (! log !e! = 0.011), since their statistical measurement may not be accurately normalized. Accordingly, we
have subtracted one from the number of degrees of freedom used to calculate the reduced "2. The resulting "2/dof = 16.4/(14! 1) = 1.26
indicates that the two data sets agree very well, with a p-value of 23%.

quadratic sum of the data points that fall in a partic-
ular bin, divided by the square root of the number of
points in the bin. These error bars are slight under-
estimates, since neighboring data points published by
Bernardi et al. (2003) are slightly correlated. The true
error bars would only render our conclusion stronger. We
have added a constant vertical o!set in logarithmic space
to the Bernardi et al. (2003) points that minimizes the
!2 between the two data sets (" log "e! = 0.011), since
their statistical measurement may not be accurately nor-
malized9. Accordingly, we have subtracted one from the
number of degrees of freedom used to calculate the re-
duced !2. The resulting !2/dof = 16.4/(14 ! 1) = 1.26
indicates that the two data sets agree very well, with
a p-value of 23%. The z " 3.2 feature discovered by
Bernardi et al. (2003) has sometimes been suspected of
being an artifact of the SDSS spectrograph, which has
a dichroic optical element splitting the beam into blue
and red arms near the observed wavelength correspond-
ing to Ly# at z # 3. The ESI and HIRES spectrographs
on Keck, with which 60 out of the 86 spectra we ana-
lyzed were obtained, consist of a single arm and there-
fore do not su!er from the same potential systematic ef-
fect. Moreover, in this work, we locally estimate the con-
tinuum level of each spectrum and so our measurement

9 The normalization on the !e! measurement of Bernardi et al.
(2003) was obtained by normalizing each spectrum by its flux in
the rest-wavelength range 1450-1470 Å. As these authors show,
their absolute !e! measurement depends somewhat on the rest-
wavelength range used for the normalization.

should be largely una!ected by flux calibration problems,
since it is only a function of the normalized transmission.

The SDSS measurement of McDonald et al. (2005) de-
viates significantly from ours from below at z ! 3, al-
though these authors warn that their points are corre-
lated and that their error bars may be underestimated.
It is of note that the McDonald et al. (2005) "e! measure-
ment lies below even our raw measurement (uncorrected
for continuum bias), which should be a rather firm lower
bound to what "e! can be.

The best-fit power law of Press et al. (1993) agrees
with ours within the uncertainties, although the error
on the former is large.

5. DISCUSSION

We have measured the evolution of the Ly# e!ec-
tive optical depth over the redshift range 2 $ z $ 4.2
from a sample of 86 high-resolution, high-signal-to-noise
quasar spectra obtained with Keck/ESI, Keck/HIRES,
and Magellan/MIKE, paying particular attention to ro-
bust error estimation and potential systematic e!ects.
This represents an improvement over previous analyses
of the Ly# forest from high-resolution spectra in this red-
shift interval of a factor of two in the size of the data set
alone.

Using mock spectra, we have calculated the redshift-
dependent bias on our measurement arising from the in-
creasing cosmological density – and hence absorption -
with redshift (§3.4). This correction is important at red-
shifts z ! 3, with a magnitude " 12% at z = 4. Previ-

Faucher-Gigere et al 07, Bernardi et al 03
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•Simulating the forest
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Zoomed simulations of 5 spheres picked from the 
Millennium Simulation Combine LSS with high numerical resolution

Suite of simulations: 
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Galaxy-Intergalactic Medium Interaction Calculation
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If reionization due to low-mass galaxies, 
radiative feedback might lead to extended 
EoR.
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4 T. Okamoto, L. Gao and T. Theuns

Figure 2. Fraction of baryonic mass as function of total mass,M , for simulated haloes at three redshifts z for all haloes (top row) and ‘isolated haloes’ (bottom
row). The cosmological baryon fraction !b/!0 ! 0.18 is indicated as the dotted horizontal line. Plus signs and diamonds indicate haloes from the ‘reference’
and ‘high-resolution’ simulations, respectively. Their comparison shows that the drop in Mb/M below M " 108M! before reionization (z = 9 in
these simulations) is an artifact of numerical resolution; at higher masses or after reionization both simulations give similar values, demonstrating numerical

convergence. The baryon fraction Mb/M falls from the cosmic mean to just a few per cent over about a decade in mass below a critical value Mc which

depends on z. Halo to halo scatter is much reduced when considering only isolated haloes (compare top with bottom panels), which removes tidally stripped
haloes. Full lines indicate fits using equation (1) to the ‘reference’ model: these fit the simulated haloes very well. The dashed lines in the bottom panel repeat

the fits to the top row: the critical mass in isolated haloes is slightly higher than for all haloes.

found that many apparently isolated low-mass haloes are subhaloes

ejected by multiple-body interactions. This phenomenon of tidal

stripping may have occurred for haloes with fb ! !fb" as well:
therefore the baryon fraction of such low-mass haloes may be

artificially high.

To reduce the contamination from tidally stripped haloes we

define isolated haloes as those that lie outside 6 Rvir of more

massive haloes. The baryon fraction of isolated haloes shows much

less scatter as function of halo mass (Fig. 2, bottom panels), and

we restrict our analysis to isolated haloes5.

We use the following function proposed by Gnedin (2000) to

describe how the baryon fraction depends on mass and redshift:

fb(M, z) = !fb"

(

1 + (2α/3 # 1)

„

M
Mc(z)

«"α
)" 3

α

(1)

in terms of the cosmic mean baryon fraction, !fb". This function
has two fitting parameters: ! and Mc(z). The baryon fraction

5 This decreases the number of haloes from 3618 to 1185 for the ‘refer-

ence’ simulation at z = 2.09.

of haloes with M $ Mc equals the cosmic mean while that of

haloes with M % Mc goes to zero & (M/Mc)3. The parameter
! controls how rapidly fb drops for low mass haloes: a value of

! = 2 fits the simulations well (Fig. 2), and is also consistent
with the results of Hoeft et al. (2006). Haloes with mass equal to

the characteristic mass, M = Mc have lost half their baryons. As

expected, the value of Mc for isolated haloes is slightly higher

than for the full sample of haloes (by 27 per cent at z = 5 and 50
per cent at z = 2.09 for the ‘reference’ simulation; see Fig. 2).

The characteristic mass increases fromMc(z) ' 107 h"1M!

just after reionization to Mc ' 6.49 ( 109 h"1M! at z = 0
(Fig. 3). The ‘high-resolution’ simulation has a smaller value of

Mc by 20 per cent as compared to the ‘reference’ simulation,

at z = 5. This may simply reflect the small number of massive
haloes in the ‘high-resolution’ simulation (see the lower middle

panel of Fig. 2). Haloes with fewer than 103 dark matter particles

may suffer from two-body heating due to massive dark particles

(Steinmetz & White 1997): they are shown as open symbols.

Values of Mc for these less well-resolved haloes are only slightly

higher than of haloes resolved with more particles. Overall though,

simulations that differ in numerical resolution and/or box size give

similar results, demonstrating numerical convergence. This gives

reionization and galaxies
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Massloss of galaxies due to a UV-background 7

Figure 5. Evolution of the characteristic mass, Mc, below which haloes

half lost half of their baryons, comparing numerical simulations (symbols)

with the simple models A and B described in the text. These models use

the dark matter merger trees with simple recipes for when haloes lose and

accrete gas. Both models do well, with Mc(z) from model B nearly in-

distinguishable from the full simulation. The middle panel also illustrates

model B but neglecting photoevaporation during reionization: this leads to

a significant underestimate inMc.

Figure 6. Upper panel: Temperature evolution of gas at several overden-

sities indicated in the legend, for simulations with the Haardt & Madau

(2001) photoheating rate (thin lines), and an experiment with increased pho-

toheating at high density (thick lines). Lower panel: Filtering mass, MF,

and characteristic mass, Mc, for the original photoheating rate (dotted and

circles) and modified photoheating rate (full line and diamonds). (Open cir-

cles indicate that haloes of total massMc do not contain a sufficient number

of dark matter particles for reliable measurements.) Modifying the photo-

heating rate does not changeMF, but does increaseMc significantly. Model

A with the modified heating rate (dashed line) reproduces this increase well.

(Model B is not shown: it gives nearly identical results to model A).

by Gnedin (2000): we find that reionization is not effective at

suppressing gas accretion in haloes of the filtering mass MF

(Appendix B), only haloes with M ! Mc ! MF are strongly

affected. Our simulations suggest Mc is mainly determined by

the temperature of the accreting gas at a density of one third of

the virial density, ∆ " 1/3∆vir , whilst Gnedin (2000) argued

it is the temperature of the IGM at the mean density, T0 (more

precisely, the volume-averaged temperature #T $V). The values of
#T $V in his and our simulations are in fact quite similar. There-

fore it is puzzling why Gnedin (2000) found a much stronger effect.

One possible difference between his simulation and ours is

that he included approximate radiative transfer, while our imposed

UV-background is spatially uniform. Radiative transfer may lead

to spectral hardening and it is possible that although the value of

the IGM temperature at the mean density is similar in both sets of

simulations, the temperature around the characteristic overdensity

of ∆ = ∆vir/3 in Gnedin’s simulations is higher than in ours. To
investigate whether this is the reason for the discrepancy we ran a

simulation where we artificially increased the photoheating rate by

a factor of 10, for gas at overdensity ∆ > 10:

Model limits accretion of hot gas onto small 

haloes, and photo-evaporation 
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10 T. Okamoto, L. Gao and T. Theuns

Figure B1. Upper panel: Evolution of the volume-averaged temperatures

in the ‘reference’ (solid line) and ‘low-resolution’ (dotted line) simulations.

These temperatures are used to compute the filtering mass shown in the

lower panel. Lower panel : Comparison of filtering mass, MF, obtained

from Eq. (B4), and characteristic mass,Mc, obtained from the simulations.

The filtering mass MF ! 10Mc by z = 0, illustrating the fact that the
filtering mass strongly overestimates the effect of photoheating on the for-

mation of small galaxies.

reionization and galaxies

Okamoto et al 08Characteristic mass is much smaller than filtering mass

Characteristic mass

Filtering mass
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Isocurvature fluctuations/early reionization 545

Figure 1. The matter power spectra. The red line (thick line with the label
PL!CDM) is the WMAP best fitted power-law !CDM model (PL!CDM)
(Spergel et al. 2003), the black hatched region is the running spectral index
(RSI) model with errors fitted by WMAP, 2DF and Ly" (Spergel et al. 2003),
and the blue (thick) and green (thin, horizontal) hatched regions are the
RSI model with the SDSS Ly" power spectrum analysed by Seljak (2003)
and Abazajian & Dodelson (2003), respectively. Purple lines (dot–dashed,
dashed, dotted and solid lines, from left to right), which are labelled as
LFMIN (Ly" Forest Minimum), are isocurvature power spectra with n =

!2.5, !2, !1.5 and !1 normalized to 10 per cent of Seljak’s Ly" analysis.
The pink (grey solid) line labelled as LFMAX (Ly" Forest Maximum) is the
isocurvature power spectrum by assuming the excess of the central value of
Abazajian & Dodelson (2003) is caused by isocurvature contributions.

t" becomes

dn#

dt
(t ") =

! t "

0

dN#

dt
(t " ! t)$̇#(t) dt

= e#$B N# ,0

! t "

0

%(t " ! t)
dFh

dt
(t) dt

= e#$B N# ,0

! t "

t "!&t

dFh

dt
(t) dt

= e#$B N# ,0

"

Fh(t ") ! Fh(t " ! &t)
#

. (2)

Then we can obtain the cumulative number of photons per H atom
as

ncumul
#

nH
(t0) =

µmp

$B

! t0

0

dn#

dt
(t ") dt "

= µmpe# N# ,0

! t0

0

[Fh(t ") ! Fh(t " ! &t)] dt ", (3)

where nH is the Hydrogen number density and mp is the proton
mass. Here we may employ the approximation F h(t ") ! F h(t " !

&t) $ dF h/dt "(t ")&t , and we obtain ncumul
# /nH(t 0) $ µm pe#

N # ,0 F h(t 0)&t . We checked this approximation works almost per-
fectly well for z < 40 when the Hubble time is longer than &t.

For calculating the number of photons emitted from Population
II stars, we replace M vir > M > M crit of equation (1) with M >

M vir and set e# = 0.1 and dN # /dt = 8.9 % 1046 photons s!1 M!1
&

for a lifetime of &t = 3 % 106 yr (Somerville & Livio 2003).

Figure 2. Cumulative photons emitted from Population III stars. Models
are the same as in Fig. 1 while here we take the central value for the running
spectral index model (RSI) from the Abazajian & Dodelson SDSS analysis
(A-D). The difference between power-law !CDM (PL!CDM) and A-D is
very small. We take e# = 0.002, the star-formation efficiency, to calculate
the y-axis. Assuming 20 photons per hydrogen atom is needed to reionize
the IGM, we draw a straight horizontal line at 20 with the label (e#) =

0.002. The intersection of each curve with this line provides the reionization
epoch. We can simply renormalize the value of the y-axis for different values
of e#. If we assume e# = 0.001, for example, 20 photons per hydrogen atom
corresponds to 40 photons in this figure. Accordingly, the horizontal line
to provide the reionization epoch shifts upwards as is shown with the label
e# = 0.001.

4 R E S U LT S

In Fig. 2, the cumulative number of photons emitted from Popula-
tion III stars per hydrogen atom as a function of redshift is shown for
the power-law !CDM model with WMAP parameters, the running
spectrum index model, isocurvature models with the power-law in-
dex n = !2.5, !2, !1, !1.5, !1, whose amplitudes are set as 10 per
cent of Seljak’s analysis of the Ly" forest, the isocurvature model
with n = !1.7, which explains the excess of the power spectrum
obtained by the analysis of Ly" clouds by Abazajian & Dodelson
against the power-law !CDM and the model fitted by Abazajian
& Dodelson. Here, we take e# = 0.002. However, we can simply
renormalize the value of the y-axis for different values of e#.

In Fig. 3, the cumulative number of photons emitted from Popu-
lation II stars per hydrogen atom as a function of redshift is shown.
It is clear from Figs 2 and 3 that contributions from Population II
stars to early reionization are almost negligible, while the Universe
can be reionized by only Population II stars in our most extreme
case, i.e. LFMAX.

To get the ionization fraction, we have to multiply f escf ion/Cclump

where f esc is the escape fraction of photons from the galaxy, f ion is
the number of ionizations per UV photon, and Cclump is the clumping
factor of IGM, respectively. It is known that about 5 to 20 photons
per H atom are required to achieve a volume-weighted ionization
fraction of 99 per cent (Haiman, Abel & Madau 2001; Sokasian
et al. 2003a,b). We take 20 as our reference. In Fig. 2, this number
is plotted as the horizontal line. If we assume e# = 0.001 instead
0.002, 20 photons per H atom correspond to 40 photons in this
figure, which we also plotted as a horizontal line. The crossing of
each line with this horizontal line gives the epoch of reionization.

C' 2004 RAS, MNRAS 354, 543–548

reionization and sources

Sugiyama et al 05
Does early reionization constrain 
small-scale powerspectrum?
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Structure formation is suppressed below 
warm dark matter free streaming scale.

How does that affect first stars?

Mdm = 3 keV, Mfs ~ 3 x 108 solar masses
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First stars in WDM form in filaments

Mdm = 3 keV, Mfs ~ 3 x 108 solar masses

Temperature Density
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Massive stars

Low-mass stars
Seed for super-massive BH

Gao & Theuns
Science 2007
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Conclusions

z_reion > 6, but fluctuation in ionised fraction large
are we observing end-of-pre-overlap at z=6?

gap statistics, and QSO near-sizes confusing
was to be expected?

why do we not see the OI forest?
enrichment and metals go together?

what can topology tell us about sources?
need more modelling


